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God s Gi f t Gi vi n g Day
By Steven a Vaughn

J S Publishing, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. GOD S Gift Giving Day is a fictional account,
told through the eyes and memories of Temani, a guardian angel that had been personally
involved at the time the three wise men, of biblical fame, made their famous journey from Babylon
to the little town of Bethlehem. What did the wandering stars (planets) tell them that caused them
to take the journey in the first place . and what did the Star of Bethlehem tell them when they got
there. Herein lies the dividing line between fiction and fact. Using the extremely precise math of
computerized software we can now not only predict what the planets in our solar system will do in
the future, but also exactly what they did in the past. Through this new technology we literally have
a window into the past that allows us to see what they, the Magi of Babylon, saw in the night sky
that led them to the young Lord Jesus where they presented the very first gifts of Christmas.
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Reviews
It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Conor Gr a nt
Completely among the finest publication I have got possibly read through. It really is rally exciting throgh reading through period. You are going to like
how the writer compose this publication.
-- Modesta Sta mm PhD
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